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Abstract. The algorithm of extracting motifs from a family or subfamily is still
a hot spot in bioinformatics. It not only contributes to understand functions of
proteins and predicts the classification which a unknown protein sequence
belongs to, but also helps to study the protein-protein interaction. In this paper,
we present a novel algorithm to extract motifs of a subfamily, which is based on
feature selection and position connection. Position connection is applied to
generate motifs, which is the hybrid method with mechanism of vote
decision-making to construct the classifier of the ligase subfamilies. Through
testing in the database, more than 95.87% predictive accuracy is achieved. The
result demonstrates that this novel method is practical. In addition, the method
illuminates that motifs play an important role to classify proteins and research
the characteristics of the subfamilies or families of protein database.
Keywords: motifs extracting, protein classification, vote decision-making,
ligase enzyme

1

Introduction

Protein sequence is composed of 20 kinds of amino acids. The order of amino acids in
sequence determines the spatial structure and function. In protein sequence, some
important segments, which are called motif, exist in almost every protein sequence in
protein family or sub-family. The motifs in protein are able to represent the function
of protein. Therefore, it is significant to find the important motifs in protein sequence
in the solution of what family and subfamily a protein belongs to.
Extracting the important motifs in protein family is a NP (nondeterministic
polynomial time) hard problem. Many methods have been developed to find motifs in
protein sequence and DNA sequence. However, until now there is not a perfect
algorithm which can extract motifs from some protein families accurately. There are
mainly two kinds of algorithms for motif finding in the existing works. One is finding
some small or short motifs which are based on strings analyses and probability
methods. These algorithms include MEME algorithm [1] and Gibbs algorithm [2, 3].
The other is heuristic algorithm, which can extract some larger motifs. The method
was summarized by Wasserman and Krivan, and it is represented by some artificial
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intelligence such as GA (Genetic Algorithm) and RBF (Radial Basis Function).
Nevertheless, the method has some shortcomings such as the trend getting into local
optimization, larger compute complexity. Some useful improvements have been
established, such as AlignACE [4], BioProspector [5], MDScan [6], MEME [1,7], and
MotifSampler [2]. An integrated algorithm has also been introduced based on vote
tactic. Hon and Jain exploit MaMF algorithm [15], which can be used to extract
motifs of mammal. Based on some feature selection and connecting approach, where
the features are similar to A-x-B (A, B is one of the amino-acids, and x is the spaces
between A and B), Chang et al. proposed a motif finding algorithm and used it for
extracting the motifs of C2H2 Zinc Finger and EGF proteins [8]. However, as for
those approaches there are some shortcomings in compute complexity [2, 9].
In this study, a novel motif finding algorithm is proposed. Compared with previous
works, the proposed algorithm has faster speed and could get longer motif in protein
family. The novel algorithm is used to extract motifs of ligase subfamily. According
to the results of motifs in ligase subfamily, protein sequence can be determined what
ligase subfamily it belongs to. The satisfying results indicate that the motif finding
algorithm is effective. The potential useful tools for predicting protein family could be
developed based on the proposed algorithm. The sections are organized as following:
In section 2, we introduce the motif finding algorithm. The ligase subfamily
prediction based on motifs is introduced in section 3. The discussion of this algorithm
is explained in section 4. Finally, the conclusion is listed in section 5.

2

Motif finding algorithm

A motif is hided in all of the sequences of the protein family, which is an amino acid
segment with different spaces. The problem of finding useful motifs in protein family
is a NP hard one. Even if the heuristic algorithms can solve the problem, but they are
time-consuming. Chang et al. [8, 14] have presented a useful method to search motif
through constructing motif features. Inspired by prior work, we develop a novel
algorithm for finding useful motifs in protein family. According to the idea of
Chang’s work, important feature selection in protein family is the first step in our
algorithm. Then, linking the important features based on its position in sequences.
Meanwhile, combining the mechanism of vote decision-making, a prediction system
is constructed to identity the protein family of a sequence. The algorithm is described
as below:
1) Feature selection, which is used to bring some important features;
2) Linking important features, which is used to bring candidate motifs;
3) Selecting motifs, which is used to bring a motif bag;
4) Constructing prediction system, which is used to determine the protein family of
a sequence.
2.1

Feature selection

According to the motif format of Prosite Database [10], AB-x(5)-CD-x(1,3)-EF is
generic, where A, B, C, D, E and F are one of twenty amino acids, x(5) is the gap
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between B and C, and x(1,3) shows that the gap is any number between 1 and 3. In [8],
the motif can be divided into the following formats:
A-x(0)-B,B-x(5)-C,C-x(0)-D,D-x(1,3)-E,E-x(0)-F.
These formats can be summarized into the pattern: A1-I1,2-A2, where A1 and A2 is one
of twenty amino acids, and I1,2 is the gap between A1 and A2. The statistical results in
Prosite Database [10] indicate that I1,2 is less than twenty in more than 99% of motifs.
Thus, there are total 8,000 candidate features A1-I1,2-A2 ( 20 × 20 × 20 ). Computing the
PAV value (that is the ratio in which candidate feature appears in a subfamily) of all of
candidate features in any subfamily, some important features are selected out. The
format is displayed the following:
nc

PAVi =

∑f
j =1

nc

(1)
j

, (i = 1,...,8400)

Where PAVi represents the PAV value of any candidate feature; fi is a 0-1 function,
determined by Eq. (2), and nc is the number of protein sequences in protein family.
(2)
⎧1 A1-I1,2 -A2 ⊆ S
fi = ⎨
⎩0 otherwise
where S is the protein sequence. As an example, the meaning of PAV is displayed
in the Fig.1.
Seq_1: MVTSAGVGHAEYNNGADVQHADYAHLTSVGQVEQKPLGGRL
Seq_2: MPESTQQSHLSLDHEKMQQPPKGFTERSKTKPNLADFETYQKLY
Seq_3: MSPSAIAEKKQVDNIQEIKDKNQEPAHHEYEHLTNVGVVKQKPI
Seq_4: MTPHSTHVTLDHEGIIQPPAEFKERSKSKPNLADFETYSKMYKESI
Seq_5: MSPAVDTASTAKDPISVMKSNASAAAADQIKTHEYEHLTSVPIVQ
Seq_6: MSPSAVQSSKLEEQSSEIDKLKAKMSQSAATAQRKKEHEYEHLT
Fig.1. It is set that there are six protein sequences (that is, nc is six) in a family. A1-I1,2-A2 can
be represented as MV,M-T,M--S, e,g. S represents any of these six protein sequences. In the
Seq_1, the value of fi of MV is 1 because it belongs to this one, while the value of fi of MP is 0
because it does not. Although the number of QQ in Seq_2 is two, the value of fi is 1. Therefore,
the PAVi value of M-P is 4/6, and one of AD is 4/6, and one of PP is 2/6, and so on.

Threshold is set to select important features. Here, we set r0=0.95. It means the
important feature occurrence is more than 95% in sequences of protein family.
Through feature selection, some important features, which have the characteristic
of motif, are obtained. However, it can be found that different subfamilies have some
same features, and if these features are constructed into a classifier, they will affect
the result. Therefore, it is necessary to link these features into a series of long and
complex features, which could contribute to advance the prediction result based on
the fact that amino acids of motif appear in certain order.
In the work of Chang et al. [8], a link method was given. Although it is effective,
the method has big computing complex. For example, it is assumed that there are five
features including C-x(10)-D, C-x(11)-E, C-x(12)-F, C-x(13)-G, C-x(14)-H. the
connection times in the method of Chang et al. [8] are more than 100,000. In this
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study, we propose a feature connection method based on its position in sequences
which could decrease the link times distinctly. That is, if the above same features are
given and their head “C” appears in the same position of a sequence, they can be
connected into C-x(10)-DEFGH by only once. In fact, this thought represents the
characteristic of motifs in biology sequence. In the process of evolution, the motif
changes less and amino acids in it have certain positives. Sequence evolution is the
process which includes insertion and cutting off father sequences.
The feature connection algorithm based on the position in sequence is described in
the following steps:
1) 10% of all of the sequences of a subfamily are chosen as a training set, and the
rest are testing set;
2) These important features are labeled their positions in the training set.
3) These features are connected based on that they have the same head position, or
the same terminal, or one’s head and another’s terminal is the same;
4) The PAV value of these connected features is tested, and these features, of which
the PAV is more than 0.9, are considered as candidate motifs.
And the process is displayed in the Fig.2.
NVASMEEYRPMHAQHITDPAAFYG
S-x(5)-P
(a)
S-x(10)-H
S-x(5)-P-x(4)-H
AATATRKGEHEYEHLTSVKIVPQR
(b)

T-x(9)-L
G-x(6)-L
T-x(2)-G-x(6)-L

SLSVSRSTATRKPGCHPAAAQPGSYP
T-x(3)-K
(c)
K-x(3)-H
T-x(3)-K-x(3)-H
Fig.2. The process of connection feature based on the position in sequence. (a) The heads of
two features are the same; (b) The terminals of two features are the same; (c) The head of one
feature and the terminal of another feature are the same

2.2

Motifs generation

Through feature selection and feature link, some candidate motifs, whose format is
A-I1,2-B-I2,3-C, are obtained. However, through testing the classification result of these
candidate motifs, the true positive is also low. Therefore, in order to improve the
result further, these candidate motifs must be connected further.
It is proposed that candidate motif set of a subfamily is M={M1,M2,……,Mn}. There
are n elements in the set, for instance, A-I1,2-B-I2,3-C, has two elements: A-I1,2-B and
B-I2,3-C. Therefore, the step of motif generation is displayed in the following:
1) Initialize all of the elements in order that they are not labeled;
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2) Choose a candidate motif from the above set randomly;
3) Connect these candidate motifs which have some same elements and test in the
training set by two criterions:
(1) It can identify all of the sequences of its subfamily largely;
(2) It can not classify the sequences of other subfamily into its subfamily.
If these criterions are not met, the link is cancelled. Then, if it is connected, the
connected candidate motif is considered as a motif and is labeled. For example,
A-I1,2-B-I2,3-C is a motif. If it belongs to some subfamily, the PAV of A-I1,2-B and
B-I2,3-C would be high. If it does not belong to this subfamily, their PAV would be
low. Therefore under the first condition, their PAV is considered as 0.98 and 0.97,
then after they are connected, the PAV of A-I1,2-B-I2,3-C would be 0.97. Yet under the
second condition, their PAV is considered as 0.08 and 0.06, then after they are
connected, the PAV of A-I1,2-B-I2,3-C could be less than 0.0048. As a result, through
two criterions, some motif features can be obtained.
4) When the candidate motif attempts to connect with other candidate motifs of a
subfamily, the second will be done again until all of motifs are labeled.
For instance, set M includes Y-x(1)-G-x(10)-G, Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D, G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S,
Y-x(3)-D-x(8)-G. The process is displayed by the following steps:
(1) Y-x(1)-G-x(10)-G is chosen as a motif, and it has the same element with
Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D.
After
they
are
connected,
a
new
motif
Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D-x(8)-G is obtained;
(2) If the new motif meets the two criterions and has the same element with
G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S. After they are connected, the new motif is renewed as
Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S-x(3)-G.
(3) If Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S-x(3)-G meets the criterions, connecting it and
Y-x(3)-D-x(8)-G, the terminal motif is obtained and tested. If it meets the
criterions, it is the motif of the subfamily.
Through these steps, we will find some motifs of a protein family. And it
contributes to the following classifier construction.
2.3

The mechanism of vote decision-making

From the first to third steps, motifs of a subfamily are obtained. When any of them is
used to classify protein sequences into their subfamily, it is found that the prediction
result is also not good since they have some common functions, which belongs to the
same family (that is, there are the same amino acid groups). Therefore, the
mechanism of vote decision-making is introduced after these motifs of a subfamily
are constructed into a motif bag. When a queried sequence is given, if it has a given
rate of motifs in the motif bag, it will be considered as one of the subfamily. The
process is displayed in the Fig.3.
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the Bag of Motifs
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N

....

a Queried Sequence

Fig. 3. The process of the classifier been implemented. Firstly, the queried sequence is
recognized by the bag of motifs of the subfamily. Secondly, the number of the element of the
bag of motifs belongs to the sequence is computed. Thirdly, the ratio of the elements which the
sequence includes to the size of the bag is compared, and the classifier outputs the subfamily
whose ratio is the most.

3

Application in classification ligase subfamily

Ligase is one kind of enzyme. The function of ligase is connecting chemistry bond in
some environment. The EC label in enzyme database [10] is E6. Several approaches
have been proposed for predicting enzyme family and subfamily. Chou and Elord [11]
developed covariant discriminant algorithm for classification oxidoreductases. Chou
and Cai predicted 6 types ligase subfamily, 94.89% accuracy is obtained by jackknife
test [12]. Huang et al. developed AFK-NN algorithm for predicting six enzyme
families and oxidoreductases subfamily [13]. Here, we develop a voting classification
system for predicting ligase subfamily.
3.1

Dataset

Ligase database coming from [10] is used to measure the algorithm of extracting
motifs. In the database, all of enzymes have a label of EC. As for these subfamilies
and sequences, which do not meet the need of the possibility, such as some enzymes
that belong to several classes and some subfamilies that only have several or tens of
sequences, they are not chosen. Therefore, in the paper, all of databases are presented
in the Table I.
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Table I. The ligases databased used in the algorithm
Classws
Class 1
Class 2

Number
79
177

Class 3
Class 4

204
215

Class 5

108

Class 6

216

Class 7

97

Class 8

236

Class 9
Class 10
Class 11
Class 12
Class 13
Class 14
Class 15
Class 16
Class 17
Class 18
Class 19
Class 20
Class 21
Total

80
163
102
51
148
227
184
251
234
98
195
151
149
3365

3.2

Name of the Subfamilies
ATP-dependent AMP-binding enzyme family
class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
TyrS type 1 subfamily
class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family
class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
ValS type 1 subfamily
class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
MetG type 1 subfamily
class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
Type-1 seryl-tRNA synthetase subfamily
class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
ProS type 3 subfamily
class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family.
Phe-tRNA synthetase alpha chain type 1 subfamily
succinate malate CoA ligase beta subunit family
glutamine synthetase family. Type 3 subfamily
NAD synthetase family
prokaryotic GSH synthase family
D-alanine--D-alanine ligase family
AIR synthase family
formate--tetrahydrofolate ligase family
adenylosuccinate synthetase family
argininosuccinate synthase family. Type 1 subfamily
GARS family
FGAMS family
carA family
accA family

Results

According to the steps of motif finding, the motifs bag of each ligase subfamily is
obtained. Through testing the ligase database, some better classification results and
motifs of a subfamily are obtained. Taking class 1(ATP-dependent AMP-binding
enzyme family) as an example, it is taken as a positive set, and others are integrated
into a negative set. Firstly, the PAV value is set as 0.95, then 1904 important features
are obtained. Secondly, through connecting these features and testing them, 42
candidate motifs are obtained. Thirdly, through connecting candidate motifs further
(such steps of connecting have been instructed in section 2.2.), the motif set is
obtained and is shown in Fig.4. Fourthly, the motif bag is composed of all elements of
the motif set and is used to identify all of the sequences of the subfamily, and the
accuracy 98.7% is obtained. With error-control strategy, it can be obtained in section
2.2.
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⎧S - x(5) - P - x(4) - H - x(3) - G
⎫
⎪G - x(4) - PI - x(7) - G
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪SG - x(1) - T - x(4) - G
⎪
⎪
⎪
G
x(3)
G
x(4)
YP
⎪
⎪
⎪D - x(4) - T - x(8) - PL
⎪
⎪
⎪
L
x(3)
R
x(1)
G
x(9)
F
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
⎪TS - x(3) - G - x(2) - K
⎪
⎪A - x(4) - G - x(0) - A - x(5) - G - x(4) - V ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪T - x(4) - G - x(2) - K - x(3) - H
⎪
⎪E - x(2) - L - x(11) - P
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪LY - x(4) - V - x(7) - H - x(2) - W
⎪
⎪L - x(1) - TS - x(2) - T - x(4) - G
⎪
⎩
⎭

Fig.4. Motifs of class 1.

The test results of all of 21 classes of ligase and their motif bag are displayed in
Table II and Table III, respectively.
Table II. The classifier result of 21 classes ligase
Ligases families
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8
Class 9
Class 10
Class 11
Class 12
Class 13
Class 14
Class 15
Class 16
Class 17
Class 18
Class 19
Class 20
Class 21

True positives
98.7％
97.7%
96.6%
99.5%
96.3%
92.1%
92.8%
91.1%
95%
91.4%
91.2%
96.1%
93.2%
94.3%
95.6%
98.8%
100%
93.9%
100%
96%
99.3%

False positives
2.88％
2.22%
3.93%
2.27%
0.029%
1.06%
2.31%
0.12%
3.75%
1.41%
1.27%
2.58%
1.64%
0.36%
1.29%
2.73%
0.68%
2.28%
0.21%
1.74%
3.52%

Table III. Motif bags of 21 classes of ligase
Class 1: ATP-dependent AMP-binding enzyme family
G-x(4)-PI-x(7)-G
S-x(5)-P-x(4)-H-x(3)-G
SG-x(1)-T-x(4)-G
D-x(4)-T-x(8)-PL

G-x(3)-G-x(4)-Y-x(0)-P
L-x(3)-R-x(1)-G-x(9)-F
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TS-x(3)-G-x(2)-K
A-x(4)-GA-x(5)-G-x(4)-V
T-x(4)-G-x(2)-K-x(3)-H
E-x(2)-L-x(11)-P
LY-x(4)-V-x(7)-H-x(2)-W
L-x(1)-TS-x(2)-T-x(4)-G
Class 2: class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. TyrS type 1 subfamily
Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S-x(3)-G
K-x(1)-GK
E-x(6)-Q-x(2)-D-x(3)-L
D-x(15)-G-x(1)-DQ
G-x(2)-T-x(3)-GDP
Y-x(1)-G-x(1)-D-x(4)-S-x(1)-H-x(1)-G
Class 3: class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family
R-x(1)-E-x(2)-G-x(3)-G-x(2)-R-x(1)-R-x(5)-D-x(1 H-x(7)-ER-x(6)-E
)-H
Class 4: class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. ValS type 1 subfamily
PP-x(1)-N-x(1)-TG-x(4)-GH-x(7)-D
N-x(7)-G-x(12)-R
Class 5: class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. MetG type 1 subfamily
N-x(8)-N-x(3)-R
D-x(4)-H-x(4)-P
D-x(2)-G-x(6)-A
YVW-x(2)-A-x(3)-Y
N-x(7)-PW
D-x(4)-G-x(1)-CP-x(1)-C
L-x(1)-D-x(4)-G-x(1)-C-x(2)-C
Class 6: class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. Type-1 seryl-tRNA synthetase subfamily
G-x(4)-G-x(2)-R-x(1)-H-x(1)-F-x(1)-K-x(1)-E
S-x(1)-S-x(5)-Q
R-x(1)-E-x(0)-A-x(3)-G-x(7)-R-x(1)-H-x(1)-F-x(3)-E
G-x(7)-G-x(4)-H-x(1)-F
D-x(1)-E-x(1)-W-x(1)-P
R-x(1)-E-x(14)-H-x(3)-K
P-x(12)-E-x(4)-G-x(7)-R
Class 7: class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. ProS type 3 subfamily
R-x(1)-TSE-x(15)-DL
RPT-x(18)-LP-x(10)-R
Q-x(2)-T-x(1)-H-x(5)-F
R-x(8)-H-x(1)-D-x(2)-G-x(3
P-x(10)-E-x(5)-GF-x(2)-E
RPTSE
)-P
Class 8: class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase family. Phe-tRNA synthetase alpha chain type 1
subfamily
G-x(1)-A-x(3)-G-x(2)-R
W-x(1)-E-x(2)-G-x(1)-G-x(5)N-x(4)-H-x(2)-R-x(3)-D
V
G-x(15)-F-x(3)-N-x(7)-R-x(
R-x(3)-F-x(0)-P-x(2)-E
F-x(1)-F-x(1)-EP-x(2)-E-x(1
3)-D
)-D
Class 9: succinate malate CoA ligase beta subunit family
K-x(1)-Q-x(2)-AGGRGK
F-x(1)-D-x(1)-GG
S-x(2)-G-x(4)-E-x(6)-P
E-x(1)-Y-x(6)-R-x(9)-S-X(2
A-x(1)-F-x(4)-G
G-x(0)-A-x(1)-L-x(5)-D
)-G
Class 10: glutamine synthetase family. Type 3 subfamily
Q-x(1)-E-x(12)-D
NG-x(1)-G-x(1)-H
Class 11: NAD synthetase family
S-x(1)-G-x(1)-DS
G-x(2)-T-x(10)-P-x(5)-K
R-x(16)-V-x(2)-T
G-x(9)-G-x(3)-K
G-x(2)-D-x(14)-L
T-x(4)-E-x(6)-T
Class 12: prokaryotic GSH synthase family
D-x(7)-E-x(1)-N-x(1)-T-x(1
G-x(8)-I-x(5)-E-x(1)-N-x(1)-T
G-x(1)-D-x(9)-N-x(3)-PT
)-PT
R-x(2)-PP-x(8)-TT-x(1)-L
N-x(5)-R-x(3)-EK
Q-x(8)-GD-x(1)-R
F-x(9)-K-x(0)-P-x(0)-L-x(4)
R-x(7)-R-x(5)-G
D-x(7)-E-x(4)-S
-G
I-x(7)-N-x(1)-T-x(1)-T-x(1)-P
Class 13: D-alanine--D-alanine ligase family
HG-x(2)-GE-x(1)-G
N-x(2)-PG-x(4)-S
KP-x(3)-GSS
PG-x(1)-T-x(12)-G
Class 14: AIR synthase family
ND-x(4)-GA
M-x(2)-ND-x(4)-GA-x(1)-P-x(
HSNG
4)-DY
D-x(1)-V-x(2)-K-x(3)-A-x(11)-D-x(2)-AM
G-x(14)-G-x(2)-L
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Class 15: formate--tetrahydrofolate ligase family
P-x(4)-KG-x(5)-G-x(10)-N
GPF-x(1)-N
GA-x(15)-L
LV-x(5)-T-x(2)-G-x(8)-G
GG-x(2)-FG-x(2)-GG-x(5)-P-x
(4)-NL
R-x(8)-G-x(4)-A-x(1)-G-x(1)-G-x(5)-P-x(10)-D
Q-x(13)-F-x(1)-NIA-x(1)-G-x(2)-S
Class 16: adenylosuccinate synthetase family
G-x(3)-GDE-x(1)-KG-x(3)-D-x(13)-GG
G-x(1)-NAGH
Class 17: argininosuccinate synthase family. Type 1 subfamily
SGG-x(1)-DT
HG-x(1)-T-x(2)-GNDQ-x(1)-R A-x(15)-G-x(1)-D
F
Class 18: GARS family
GA-x(5)-AE-x(7)-I
I-x(12)-P-x(6)-GE-x(3)-G
R-x(18)-GD
Class 19: FGAMS family
E-x(1)-H-x(7)-P-x(2)-G
GA-x(2)-G-x(11)-G
HN-x(1)-P-x(4)-P-x(2)-GA-x(2)-G-x(1)-GG-x(2)-RD-x(4)-G
Class 20: carA family
P-x(3)-I-x(0)-C-x(1)-G-x(1)- G-x(2)-E-x(3)-D-x(1)-S-x(3)-Q E-x(2)-F-x(1)-T-x(3)-G-x(6)
Q
-x(6)-P
-DPS
G-x(3)-F-x(1)-TD-x(1)-SGY-x(5)-D-x(1)-SY-x(2)-Q
Class 21: accA family
G-x(11)-G-x(3)-P-x(1)-G-x(
G-x(3)-P-x(3)-RK-x(7)-A-x(2)- G-x(10)-FG-x(7)-R
1)-R
F
GA-x(5)-AE-x(7)-I
I-x(12)-P-x(6)-GE-x(3)-G
R-x(18)-GD
GA-x(5)-A-x(8)-I

4.

Discussion

Through implementing the algorithm in the subfamilies of ligases, the total result of
95.87% is obtained, and this is higher than that of Chou’s algorithm (94.89%).
Moreover, motifs of such subfamilies are also obtained. Referring to the Prosite
database [10], the format of these extracted motifs is accorded with the format of
motifs in the database. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is effective in these facts
such as finding out some function groups of protein sequences, protein subfamily
classification, and so on.
Meanwhile, the algorithm in this study is superior to Chang’s in several facts:
1) The complexity of the algorithm is less than Chang’s. This can be represented in
above introduction.
2) The process of extracting motifs meets the biological significance better. And
this is displayed in the process of linking important features based on their position in
a sequence.
3) The algorithm is used to the subfamilies of ligases, therefore, the algorithm
could have more important sense in some fields, such as drug discovery.
Moreover, there are some differences between the algorithm and Smith’s
“MOTIF” [14]. For example, in our algorithm, we think the format --- 2-amino acids
which be abandoned by Smith as important feature of this algorithm. In the algorithm,
through feature selection, some interested features are restricted in small range of
8000 random features. Therefore, computing complexity is reduced. Meanwhile the
algorithm is not restricted by gaps.
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In addition, although the true positive is good, the false positive is not perfect.
Therefore, some methods should be needed so that the result can be advanced.
Moreover, although some characteristic of motifs are used in the process of extracting
motifs, the biological significance of the algorithm will be enhanced further if the
process of evolution, such as insert and cutting off of a sequence, is better expressed.

5

Conclusion

A novel motif finding algorithm is proposed. Motif bag is used to represent the
characteristic of protein family. The distinct merits are fast and long motif obtained.
In protein family, some units for creating motif are determined by feature selection.
The search space is reduced. Feature link based on the position in protein sequence
reduces the computation time distinctly. The method of motif connection could
produce long motif. The motif finding algorithm is applied to predict ligase subfamily.
The motif bags of 21 ligase subfamilies are extracted. The promising results indicate
that the motif finding algorithm is effective and practical. In the future work, we will
develop a useful web server for predicting enzyme family and subfamily. Moreover,
the motif finding algorithm is improved for flexible motif.
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